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coated strip of a paint film, i.e. a so-called paster-coater, comprises an elongated body, which comprises an upper forming section including an upper edge defining a downwardly facing forming surface upon which a strip of paper, cardboard or the like material is placed, and a downwardly facing slide,
an intermediately positioned paint supply section, and a lower curing section including a lower edge, a substantially horizontal lower face supporting the upper edge of the upper forming section, and a substantially vertical bottom face upon which the formed strip is slidably supported, a layer of paint

being applied on the upper face of the strip by pressing the same against the upper face of the upper forming section. A painting machine of this kind is shown in German Patent specification DE 44 35 845 A1. Another conventional paster-coater is described in European patent specification EP 0 525 202
A1. One disadvantage of this kind of paster-coater is that the upper edge of the upper forming section and the bottom face of the lower face, which are situated one above the other, are constructed as flat surfaces. As a result, the upper face and the lower face are unable to effect sufficient
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